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Abstract

We present new, e�cient algorithms for some fundamental computations with �nite
dimensional (but not necessarily commutative) associative algebras over �nite �elds.
For a semisimple algebra A we show how to compute a complete Wedderburn decom-
position of A as a direct sum of simple algebras, an isomorphism between each simple
component and a full matrix algebra, and a basis for the centre of A. If A is given by
a generating set of matrices in F

m�m then our algorithm requires about O(m3) oper-
ations in F, in addition to the cost of factoring a polynomial in F[x] of degree O(m),
and the cost of generating a small number of random elements from A. We also show
how to compute a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents in any associative
algebra over a �nite �eld in this same time.

1 Introduction

Determining the structure of an associative algebra A and its modules is a fundamental
problem in abstract and applied algebra. Here, a �nite dimensional associative algebra is
a �nite dimensional vector space over a �eld F equipped with a multiplication under which
the space forms an associative (though not necessarily commutative) ring with identity. In
this paper we give very e�cient algorithms for some fundamental computations with �nite
dimensional associative algebras over �nite �elds. Henceforth we will use the term algebra to
refer to a �nite dimensional associative algebra over a �nite �eld. Algebras over an in�nite
�eld will be considered in a subsequent paper.

�An extended abstract of some of this work appears in \Proceedings, International Symposium on Sym-
bolic and Algebraic Computation," Zurich, 1996. ISSAC'96, pp. 170{178.

yResearch was supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.

To appear: Journal of Symbolic Computation.
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Recall that the (Jacobson) radical Rad(A) of an algebra A over a �nite �eld F is the
intersection of all maximal left ideals in A. A is said to be semisimple if Rad(A) = 0
and simple if A has no nontrivial two-sided ideals. The Wedderburn Structure Theorem
(Wedderburn, 1907) shows that for any semisimple A,

A = S1 �S2 � � � � �Sk (1.1)

for simple algebras S1; : : : ;Sk � A, and each Si
�= E

ti�ti
i where Ei is a (�nite) extension

�eld of F. We give a fast probabilistic algorithm to compute a representation of the complete
Wedderburn decomposition of A as a direct sum of simple algebras, an explicit isomorphism
between each Si and E

ti�ti
i , and a basis for the centre of A.

We suppose throughout that A is presented as a subalgebra of dimension n of the full
matrix algebra F

m�m. F is generally the �nite �eld with q elements, Fq . The algebra A is
described computationally by a generating set L � A which allows us to produce random
elements of A e�ciently. We assume that we can select a random element � uniformly from
A using O(R(A)) operations in F. A more precise de�nition is given below.

We begin in Section 2 by showing how, for any (not necessarily semisimple) algebra
A, to compute a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents in A. Recall that an
idempotent is an element ! 2 A such that !2 = !. Two idempotents are orthogonal if their
product is zero, and a nonzero idempotent is primitive if it cannot be represented as a sum of
two or more nonzero orthogonal idempotents. In Subsection 2.1 we introduce decomposable
elements which allow the generation of non-trivial idempotents. These elements are similar
to the \Fitting elements" employed for a similar purpose by Schneider (1990), but are much
easier to �nd. In Subsection 2.2 we show how to use decomposable elements to compute
a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents, that is, a set of pairwise orthogonal
primitive idempotents whose sum is the identity. We represent these using a similarity
transformation | a non-singular matrix X | such that in the isomorphic algebra X�1AX
these idempotents are diagonal matrices with zeroes and ones on the diagonal. The use of
such a similarity transformation allows us to apply our techniques in an iterative way to
decompose components of the original algebra without a signi�cant increase in cost.

This �rst algorithm requires an expected number of O((m3+m2 log q+R(A)) � log2(m) �
log(1=�)) operations in F �= Fq , for an algebra presented as above. Without a check for
correctness (see below), this is a Monte Carlo algorithm: for a user speci�ed � the algorithm
returns the correct answer with probability at least 1� �. In particular, a set of orthogonal
idempotents for A is computed without error, there is a (controllably) small probability that
they are not primitive.

In Section 3 we consider the case of a semisimple algebra A. In Subsection 3.1 we show
how to construct bases for the simple components and central simple idempotents from
any set of primitive orthogonal idempotents. This gives a Monte Carlo algorithm for �nding
these idempotents which requires an expected number of O((m3+m2 log q+R(A)) � log2(m) �
log(1=�)) operations in F and returns the correct answer with probability at least 1� �. We
then show in Subsection 3.2 that there is an e�cient test for the correctness of the output
of the Monte Carlo algorithms for semisimple algebras. This test computes an explicit
isomorphism between each simple component and a full matrix algebra over an extension
�eld of F. This yields a Las Vegas type probabilistic algorithm (i.e., the output is always
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correct) for the decomposition of semisimple algebras over �nite �elds which requires an
expected number of O((m3 +m2 log q +R(A)) � log2(m)) operations in F.

1.1 Historical Perspective

The study of associative algebras goes back to the seminal work of Peirce (1881), the beautiful
structure theorem of Wedderburn (1907), and the exploration of the radical (see Jacobson
1956). As well as standing as a �eld of active research in its own right, the importance of this
theory in the study of groups and their representations has been developed since Noether
(1929).

The computational study of associative algebras is obviously considerably younger. The
�rst general algorithms for computing their structure are due to Friedl & R�onyai (1985), who
give polynomial-time algorithms to �nd the Jacobson radical and to decompose a semisim-
ple algebra as a direct sum of simple algebras. Subsequent work by R�onyai (1987, 1990,
1992) examined additional questions over number �elds, and in particular showed that de-
ciding whether an algebra over a number �eld possesses nontrivial idempotents has the same
complexity as factoring integers, i.e., it is (currently) intractable. While theoretically of great
interest, these algorithms are probably not practical. For commutative algebras, Gianni et
al. (1988) give an e�cient algorithm to decompose an associative algebra over Q as a direct
sum of local algebras.

Much more practical work on a closely related problem was instigated by Parker (1984),
who gives a probabilistic algorithm (the \Meat-Axe") to test for irreducibility of an A-module
and to split reducible A-modules, where A is a matrix algebra over a �nite �eld. While the
algorithm is apparently not analysed in general, it appears to work very well for algebras
over very small �elds (typically F2). This was extended to work over any ground �eld in
Holt & Rees (1994) for all but one family of modules. This di�culty has apparently now
been overcome as well.

The Krull-Schmidt theorem guarantees that every A-module M can be uniquely de-
composed as a direct sum of indecomposable A-modules (up to isomorphism). In his survey
paper, Michler (1990) proposes the open problem of �nding an e�cient algorithm to �nd this
decomposition in the case when A is an algebra over a �nite �eld F. It clearly su�ces to �nd
a set of orthogonal primitive idempotents !1; : : : ; !s 2 EndA(M) such that

P
1�i�s !i = 1,

which Michler (1990) also proposes as an open problem. We give a very e�cient algorithm
for the computation of a set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of an algebra in Section 2.
This problem was �rst addressed in Schneider (1990) for small �nite �elds by the selection of
\Fitting elements" in EndA(M) which allow its decomposition. In Subsection 2.1 we present
the similar notion of \decomposable elements" which also allow the e�cient decomposition
of the algebra, but are much easier to �nd in general.

1.2 Notation

We will generally tie the complexity of our results to that of matrix multiplication. We
assume that O(MM(m)) operations in a �eld F are su�cient to multiply two matrices in
F
m�m. Using the standard algorithm requiresMM(m) = m3 while the currently best known
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algorithm of Coppersmith & Winograd (1990) allows MM(m) = m2:376. We assume that
O(M(m)) operations in F are su�cient to multiply two polynomials in F[x] of degree m.
Using the standard algorithm allows M(m) = m2, while the algorithm of Sch�onhage &
Strassen (1971) and Sch�onhage (1977) allows M(m) = m logm log logm. For notational
convenience in the statement of complexity-theoretic results, if a sub-cubic algorithm for
matrix multiplication is used we assume thatM(m) = m logm log logm and thatMM(m) =
m� for some � > 2. Finally, we assume that a polynomial of degree m in F[x] can be
factored using O(F(m)) operations in F. Since F is a �nite �eld with q elements, we can use
Berlekamp's (1970) algorithm with F(m) =MM(m)+m2 log q operations in F. Throughout
the paper, logn is de�ned as the natural logarithm of n 2 R.

1.3 Selecting Random Elements of A

To prove correctness of our probabilistic algorithms, we require some technical conditions on
the presumed ability to select a random element � uniformly from A. As stated above this
is assumed to be possible with O(R(A)) operations in F. One rigorous way of doing this is
to form a basis 1; : : : ; n 2 A for A. Our generator of random elements of A returns linear
combinations

P
1�i�n aii for uniformly and independently selected elements ai 2 F.

In practice, almost any reasonable scheme for generating random elements of A seems to
work. However, the only (fairly) e�cient scheme we know of for generating such elements
with provable uniformity requires a basis of n matrices in F

m�m for A. In this case R(A) =
nm2. The requirement for perfect uniformity can be relaxed somewhat while still maintaining
provably correct algorithms, though not su�ciently to yield an asymptotic improvement in
performance.

2 Finding Primitive Orthogonal Idempotents

In this section we give an algorithm which �nds a complete set of primitive pairwise or-
thogonal idempotents for any algebra A over a �nite �eld F. The idea is to make use of
decomposable elements in A. These are elements whose minimal polynomials in F[x] have
at least two relatively prime factors in F[x]. A decomposable � 2 A allows us to compute
pairwise orthogonal idempotents !1; : : : ; !l 2 A such that !1 + � � �+ !l = 1 2 A and

A = A!1 � A!2 � � � � � A!l; (2.1)

a direct sum of left ideals, where l � 2 is the number of distinct monic irreducible factors
of the minimal polynomial of � over F. This idea is similar in spirit to the use of Fitting
elements by Schneider (1990). Fitting elements are zero divisors which are not nilpotent and
also allow the decomposition of A as a sum of left ideals. However, whereas Fitting elements
are relatively rare in A when F is large | Schneider shows they have density about 1=jFj|
decomposable elements have a high density. In Subsection 2.1 we present a new algorithm
which �nds decomposable elements e�ciently, and constructs a corresponding set of pairwise
orthogonal idempotents.

This algorithm, with high probability, produces balanced decomposable elements, such
that the decomposition (2.1) is into ideals of about the same size. In Subsection 2.2 it is
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shown how to iterate this algorithm to �nd a complete set of primitive pairwise orthogonal
idempotents e�ciently. Ultimately, we achieve a Monte Carlo probabilistic algorithm which
requires O((MM(m) logm + M(m) log q + R(A)) � log(m) � log(1=�)) operations in F, or
O((m3+m2 log q+R(A)) � log(m) � log(1=�)) operations in F �= Fq using standard arithmetic.
As usual, � > 0 is a user-de�ned tolerance and, for any input, on any invocation of the
algorithm the output will be correct with probability at least 1� �.

Unfortunately we know of no way to guarantee these idempotents correct | and hence
obtain a Las Vegas algorithm | with this same cost. This would be equivalent to showing
that each of the algebras Bi = !iA!i is a local algebra, i.e., Bi=Rad(Bi) is a �nite �eld
for 1 � i � l. The algorithm of R�onyai (1990) will perform this task in polynomial-time,
but it appears to require about O(n2m4 log3 q) bit operations (R�onyai's algorithm requires
computation in Z rather than in F �= Fq , hence bit operations rather than �eld operations
are an appropriate measure of cost). See also Cohen et al. (1997).

2.1 Finding Balanced Decomposable Elements E�ciently

In this section we introduce the notion of balanced decomposable elements, show how to �nd
them e�ciently and how to construct idempotents from them. We assume throughout this
section that A is a subalgebra of Fm�m of dimension n (not necessarily semisimple).

For any algebraA, a decomposable element � 2 A is an element whose minimal polynomial
f 2 F[x] has a factorization f = f1 : : : fl into two or more monic, pairwise relatively prime
fi 2 F[x] n F. In this case we can construct idempotents !1; : : : ; !l 2 A (which are not
generally central) as follows. For 1 � i � l, use the Chinese remainder theorem to construct
hi � 1 mod fi, hi � 0 mod fj for j 6= i, and assign !i = hi(�) 2 A. It follows easily that
each !i is an idempotent, that !i!j = 0 for i 6= j (i.e., they are pairwise orthogonal) and
that !1 + � � �+ !l = 1 2 A. We call !i the idempotent that corresponds to fi.

Lemma 2.1. Given a decomposable � 2 A, we can compute

(i) the minimal polynomial f 2 F[x] of � and the factorization f = f1 : : : fl into powers of
distinct irreducible polynomials in F[x],

(ii) polynomials h1; : : : ; hl 2 F[x] such that !i = hi(�), 1 � i � l, are pairwise orthogonal
idempotents with

P
1�i�l !i = 1 2 A,

(iii) d1; : : : ; dl 2 N such that m = d1 + � � �+ dl and such that !i has rank di as a matrix in
F
m�m,

(iv) a matrix U 2 F
m�m such that

b!i = U�1!iU =

2666664
�i1

. . .

�ii

. . .

�il

3777775 2 F
m�m; (2.2)

where �ij 2 F
dj�dj is the identity matrix when j = i and the zero matrix when j 6= i,
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with a Las Vegas algorithm using an expected number of O(MM(m) logm+M(m) log q) op-
erations in F, or O(m3+m2 log q) operations in F �= Fq using standard matrix and polynomial
arithmetic.

Proof. We �rst, compute the rational Jordan form J 2 F
m�m of � 2 F

m�m, and a transition
matrix U 2 F

m�m to this form, that is, a block diagonal matrix J 2 F
m�m, such that

U�1�U = J =

26664
J1

J2
. . .

Jl

37775 2 F
m�m:

Each rational Jordan block Ji 2 F
di�di is associated to a distinct irreducible factor gi 2 F[x]

of the minimal polynomial f 2 F[x] of �, and

Ji =

264Cg
ci1
i

. . .

C
g
ciki
i

375 2 F
di�di ;

where C
g
cij
i

is the companion matrix of g
cij
i 2 F[x]. We assume furthermore that ci1 � ci2 �

� � � � ciki, so fi = gci1i and the minimal polynomial of � is f = gc111 : : : gcl1l . Giesbrecht (1995a)
gives a Las Vegas algorithm to compute this rational Jordan form along with a transition
matrix U 2 F

m�m and the minimal polynomial f 2 F[x] using an expected number of
O(MM(m) logm +M(m) log q) operations in F, or O(m3 +m2 log q) operations in F using
standard arithmetic.

For 1 � i � l, let hi 2 F[x] with hi � 1 mod fi, hi � 0 mod fj for i 6= j. These can
be computed using a divide and conquer application of the Chinese remainder algorithm
with O(mM(m) log l) operations in F, or O(m2l) operations using standard arithmetic. For
1 � i � l, !i = hi(�). Under the change of basis induced by U , each !i has the properties
described in (iv).

Since we wish to �nd a complete set of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents rather
than a single one, it will be useful to �nd idempotents which partition A into components
of approximately the same size. The following theorem addresses this concern for simple
algebras. Recall that any simple algebra over F is isomorphic to a full matrix ring Et�t over
an extension �eld E of F for some positive integer t.

Theorem 2.2. Let A � F
m�m be a simple algebra of dimension n over F �= Fq . The number

of � 2 A with f = minF(�) such that there exists a factorization f = f1f2 for relatively
prime polynomials f1; f2 2 F[x] with corresponding idempotents ! and 1� !, and such that
n=2 < dimF(A!) � 3n=4, is at least qn=22.

The proof of this theorem will require a number of lemmas. We assume again that
A �= E

t�t, where E �= Fqe , so [E : F] = e and the dimension of A over F is n = et2. The
following lemma establishes that most matrices are similar to a companion matrix. This
allows us to relate the question of balance in decomposable elements to that of factorization
patterns for polynomials in E[x].
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Lemma 2.3. Let t � 2 and B 2 E
t�t be such that the minimal polynomial of B over E has

(maximal) degree t. Then B is similar to at least qet
2�et � (1� q�e)q

e=(qe�1) distinct matrices
in E

t�t, exactly one of which is a companion matrix.

Proof. Matrices in E
t�t whose minimal polynomials in E[x] have degree t are exactly those

similar to the companion matrices of their minimal polynomials. Since the minimal polyno-
mial is the only invariant factor if it has degree t, it completely characterizes the similarity
class. Since no two distinct companion matrices are similar, we know that B is similar to
exactly one companion matrix.

It is well known (see, for example, Hodges 1958) that the number of matrices similar to
a given matrix B 2 E

t�t is quotient of the number L(E; t) of nonsingular matrices in Et�t by
the number of nonsingular matrices in Et�t which commute with B. In the case of a matrix B
whose minimal polynomial has degree t, it is shown by Gantmacher (1990), Section 8.2, that
the only matrices commuting with B are in E[B], whence there are (qe)t of them. From
(Dickson 1901, Part II, Chapter 1), we have

L(E; t) =
Y
0�i<t

(qet � qei) = qet
2
Y
1�i�t

(1� 1=qei):

We bound
Q

1�i�t(1� q�ei) from below by considering its natural logarithm

log
Y
1�i�t

(1� q�ei) =�
X
1�i�t

X
j�1

1

jqeij
= �

X
j�1

1

j
�

1

qej � 1

�
1�

1

qejt

�

��
X
j�1

1

jqej
qej

qej � 1
� log

�
1�

1

qe

�qe=(qe�1)

:

Thus L(E; t) � qet
2

(1 � q�e)q
e=(qe�1) and the number of non-singular matrices commuting

with B is at most qet, so their quotient is at least as large as the given bound.

The next lemma demonstrates that a fairly large portion of polynomials in E[x] of degree
t � 3 have a \medium-sized" irreducible factor. Let Nqe(d) be the number of monic, irre-
ducible polynomials of degree d in Fqe [x]. It is well known (see Lidl & Niederreiter (1983),
exercises 3.26 and 3.27) that

qed=d� qe=(qe � 1) � qed=2=d � Nqe(d) � qed=d: (2.3)

Lemma 2.4. The number of monic polynomials g 2 E[x] of degree t � 3 such that g = g1g2
where g1 is monic and irreducible in E[x] and t=2 < deg g1 � 3t=4 is greater than qet=4,
except when t = 6 when the number is greater than (q6e � q4e)=4.
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Proof. Since there is at most one such factor g1 in any such polynomial g, the number isX
t=2<d�3t=4

qet�edNqe(d) � qet �
X

t=2<d�3t=4

�
1

d
�

qe

qe � 1
�

1

d � qed=2

�

� qet �

0@0@ X
t=2<d�3t=4

1

d

1A�
qe

qe � 1
�
2

t
�

X
t=2<d�3t=4

�
1

qed=2

�1A
� qet �

 
log 3� log 2�

2

3t
�

4

3t

 
3t

4
�

�
3t

4

�
�
t

2
+

�
t

2

�!

�
2

t
�

qe

qe � 1
�

qe=2

qe=2 � 1
�

1

qet=4+e=4

!

� qet �

�
log 3� log 2�

4

3t
�

2

t
�

qe

qe � 1
�

qe=2

qe=2 � 1
�

1

qet=4+e=4

�
� qet=4;

where t � 3 and t 6= 6, using Euler's partial summation formula (see Apostol (1976), Theo-
rem 3.1) and (2.3). When t = 6 this number is calculated directly.

The above lemma concerns polynomials g1 2 E[x] whose degree is strictly greater than
t=2. This ensures that g1 is not a factor with multiplicity greater than one in g. We will
ultimately perform our computation in F[x] (rather than E[x]) with the polynomial f 2 F[x]
of least degree such that g j f , and our conditions ensure that there is a factorization of
f = f1f2 into relatively prime polynomials f1; f2 2 F[x] such that g1 j f1 and g2 j f2 (for
g2 = g=g1, as in the lemma).

For t = 2, Lemma 2.4 does not apply, and we instead use the following.

Lemma 2.5. The number of monic quadratic polynomials g 2 E[x], such that the polynomial
f 2 F[x] n f0g of least degree that is divisible by g is a power of an irreducible in F[x], is less
than 3q2e=4.

Proof. In this case, either g is irreducible or it has two linear factors in E[x]. Suppose g has
linear factors, and that each of these factors divides a power f of an irreducible polynomial
h 2 F[x]. Since E and F are �nite �elds, it must be the case that h factors completely in
E[x]. Thus the degree s of h divides e = [E : F]. Moreover, for each irreducible polynomial h
of degree s, there are

�
s+1
2

�
ways to choose two (not necessarily distinct) factors of h in E[x]

whose product is g 2 E[x], such that the minimal degree polynomial f 2 F[x] that is divisible
by g is a power of an irreducible in F[x].

Thus, the number of quadratic polynomials g 2 E[x] such that the minimal degree poly-
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nomial f 2 F[x] with g j f is a power of an irreducible in F[x] is

Nqe(2)+
X
s j e

Nq(s) �
s(s+ 1)

2
�
q2e

2
+
X
s j e

qs(s+ 1)

2

�
q2e

2
+
qe(e+ 1)

2
+

X
s j e

1�s�e=2

qs(s+ 1)

2
�
q2e

2
+
qe(e + 1)

2
+

X
1�s�e=2

qs(s+ 1)

2

�
q2e

2
+
qe(e+ 1)

2
+

q

(q � 1)2
�
qe=2((e=2 + 1)q � 2� e=2)� q + 2

2
�

3q2e

4
;

using (2.3), except when q = 2 and e � 3, and when 2 � q � 5 and e = 1. It is easily
checked that the inequality stated in the lemma is also correct in these cases.

Now we combine Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 to �nd the proportion of decomposable elements
� 2 A �= E

t�t which yield an idempotent ! 2 A such that n=2 � dimF(A!) � 3n=4.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. When t > 2, the number of such elements � is at least the number of
matrices in Et�t that are similar to a companion matrix whose minimal polynomial g 2 E[x]
has an irreducible factor g1 2 E[x] such that t=2 < deg g1 � 3t=4. When t 6= 6 this number
is greater than

qet

4
� qet

2�et

�
1�

1

qe

�qe=(qe�1)

� qet
2

=16;

by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. When t = 6 this number is

q6e � q4e

4
� q30e

�
1�

1

qe

�qe=(qe�1)

� q36e=22:

When t = 2, this is at least the number of matrices a 2 E
t�t that are similar to companion

matrices of quadratic polynomials g 2 E[x], such that the minimal degree polynomial f 2 F[x]
that is divisible by g is not a power of an irreducible. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, this number
is at least

q2e

4
� q2e

�
1�

1

qe

�qe=(qe�1)

� q4e=16:

This is undoubtedly an understatement of the number of such \balanced" reducible el-
ements in A. At the very least, the estimate of the density of reducible elements should
easily be improved to something approaching 1=5 by a computer aided enumeration of cases
creating di�culties, namely when F = Fq for very small q.
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2.2 Finding Primitive Orthogonal Idempotents

In this section we describe an algorithm to compute a complete set of primitive, pairwise
orthogonal idempotents !1; : : : ; !s 2 A such that

P
1�i�s !i = 1 2 A. The idea is to iterate

the algorithm described in Lemma 2.1 on randomly chosen elements � 2 A.
Suppose we have computed pairwise orthogonal idempotents !1; : : : ; !l 2 A and a tran-

sition matrix U 2 F
m�m as in (2.2), so that U�1!iU is zero except for a di�di identity block

on the diagonal. The two-sided Peirce decomposition of A with respect to these idempotents
is

A =
M
1�i�l

M
1�j�l

!iA!j:

The main idea behind the algorithm is that we only have to work in the diagonal subalgebraM
1�i�l

!iA!i:

To see why this is true, note that if !i is primitive then !iA!i is a local algebra and can
be decomposed no further. Conversely, if !i is not primitive, that is, !i = !i1 + !i2 for
orthogonal idempotents !i1; !i2 2 A, then !i1 and !i2 are in !iA!i since !i!i1!i = !i1 and
!i!i2!i = !i2. Thus, we need only decompose !iA!i to re�ne the idempotent !i.

Suppose we have already computed a transition matrix U 2 F
m�m and pairwise orthog-

onal idempotents !1; : : : ; !l 2 A as in Lemma 2.1. Let bA = U�1AU and b!i = U�1!iU 2 bA
for 1 � i � l. Clearly A �= bA, and the element b!i is zero except for a di � di identity matrix
in the i th diagonal block. It is easy to compute a linear map

 : A!
M
1�i�l

b!i
bAb!i:

Simply map � 2 A to

� 7! U�1�U =

26664
b11 b12 � � � b1l
b21 b22 b2l
...

...
bl1 � � � � � � bll

37775 7!
26664
b11 0 � � � 0

0 b22
...

... 0
0 � � � 0 bll

37775 2 M
1�i�l

b!i
bAb!i (2.4)

where bij 2 F
di�dj . A randomly chosen � 2 A will yield randomly and independently chosen

components bii 2 b!i
bAb!i.

A re�nement of each of the !i's can be computed by decomposing the algebra b!i
bAb!i as

in Lemma 2.1 (assuming for now that we can �nd a decomposable element), for 1 � i � l.

Suppose we obtain pairwise orthogonal idempotents b!i1; : : : ; b!ili 2 b!i
bAb!i whose sum is b!i.

Suppose also that Vi 2 F
di�di is the obtained transition matrix, that b!ij has rank dij, and

that e!ij = V �1
i b!ijVi is a di� di matrix which is all zero except for a dij � dij identity matrix

in the j th block on the diagonal. If

V =

26664
V1

V2
. . .

Vl

37775 2 F
m�m;
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then W = UV is a transition matrix for A to this re�ned set of idempotents. That is, if
!ij = W�1e!ijW 2 A, we haveX

1�i�l

X
1�j�li

!ij = 1 2 A and !i =
X

1�j�li

!ij for 1 � i � l:

Theorem 2.6. Let A � F
m�m be an algebra of dimension n over F �= Fq . Then we can

compute

(i) a transition matrix U 2 F
m�m, and

(ii) positive integers d1; : : : ; ds such that m = d1 + � � �+ ds,

such that the following holds. For 1 � i � s let

b!i =

264�i1

. . .

�is

375 2 F
m�m; !i = Ub!iU

�1;

where �ij 2 F
di�di is the identity matrix if i = j and the zero matrix if i 6= j. Then !1; : : : ; !s

are primitive, pairwise orthogonal idempotents in A and !1 + � � �+ !s = 1 2 A.
This computation can be performed with a Monte Carlo algorithm, that returns a correct

answer with probability at least 1� � for a user speci�ed parameter � > 0, using an expected
number of O((MM(m) logm +M(m) log q +R(A)) � log(m) � log(1=�)) operations in F, or
O((m3+m2 log q+R(A)) � log(m) � log(1=�)) operations using standard matrix and polynomial
arithmetic.

Proof. First, we note that the above algorithm is correct. At each iteration of the algorithm,
suppose we have a transition matrix U 2 F

m�m and the ranks d1; : : : ; dl of pairwise orthogonal
idempotents !1; : : : ; !l 2 A. Choose a random � 2 A, and �nd  (�) 2

L
1�i�l b!i

bAb!i.

Suppose �i is the image of � in b!i
bA b!i. The �i's are also random and independent. Lemma 2.1

implies that it is possible to re�ne each b!i and to compute a new transition matrix W . If !i

is not primitive, then !iA!i is non-local, and such reducible elements �i exist.
We prove fast convergence of the algorithm on a complete set of idempotents by examining

the decomposition of A=Rad(A). By the Wedderburn-Malcev principal theorem (see Pierce
(1982), Section 11.6), there exists a subalgebra S of A such that S �= A=Rad(A) and
A = S � Rad(A), a direct sum as additive groups. Moreover, if ! 2 A is a primitive
idempotent and ! = !0 + � for !0 2 S and � 2 Rad(A), then !0 is a primitive idempotent
in S. Suppose that

S = S1 �S2 � � � � �Sk

for simple algebras S1; : : : ;Sk, and that Si
�= E

ti�ti
i , for an extension �eld Ei of F with

[Ei : F] = ei.
Within any simple component Si, by Theorem 2.2 with probability 1=22 we choose a

reducible element in Si and obtain an idempotent !0i 2 Si such that eit
2
i =2 � dimSi!

0
i �

11



3eit
2
i =4. Since ti � (3=4)

3:5 log ti � 1, we will have constructed a complete set of primitive
idempotents for Si with 3:5 log ti such reducible elements. Hence, with the choice of 77 log ti
elements from Si we will obtain a complete set of primitive idempotents for Si with proba-
bility at least 1=2. Since there are at most m simple components we obtain a set of primitive
idempotents for all simple components with probability at least 1=2 after 77 logm itera-
tions, and with 77 log(m) � log(1=�) iterations we expect to �nd a complete set of primitive
idempotents for A with probability at least 1� �.

Each iteration of the algorithm requires O(MM(m) logm + M(m) log q + R(A)) op-
erations in F or O(m3 + m2 log q + R(A)) operations in F using standard arithmetic, by
Lemma 2.1.

3 Wedderburn Decomposition of Semisimple Algebras

In this section we use the algorithm of Section 2 for �nding a complete set of primitive
orthogonal idempotents to determining the Wedderburn decomposition of a semisimple al-
gebra. We are able to explicitly compute this decomposition as described below and get a
check that the answer is indeed correct. Thus, the algorithm obtained is ultimately of the
Las Vegas type for semisimple algebras, i.e., it never produces an incorrect answer.

In Subsection 3.1, we employ the orthogonal primitive idempotents to decompose semisim-
ple algebras as a direct sum of simple algebras. In Subsection 3.2 we show how to compute
an explicit isomorphism between each simple component of a semisimple A and a full matrix
algebra over an extension �eld of F. If these isomorphisms are successfully computed, we
obtain a certi�cate that A is indeed semisimple and the algorithm is of the Las Vegas type.

3.1 Computing Simple Components of Semisimple Algebras

We �rst give a Monte Carlo algorithm to �nd the central primitive idempotents and simple
components of a semisimple algebra over a �nite �eld. A correctness test which yields a Las
Vegas algorithm is given later. We assume throughout this subsection that A � F

m�m is a
semisimple algebra of dimension n, and that

A �= S1 �S2 � � � � �Sk
�= E

t1�t1
1 � E

t2�t2
2 � � � � � E

tk�tk
k (3.1)

where Si
�= E

ti�ti
i for an extension �eld Ei of F.

Using the algorithm from Theorem 2.6 we can compute a transition matrix U 2 F
m�m,

and positive integers d1; : : : ; ds such that m = d1 + � � �+ ds and

b!i =

264�i1

. . .

�is

375 ; !i = Ub!iU
�1; (3.2)

where �ij 2 F
di�di is the identity matrix if i = j and the zero matrix if i 6= j, so thatb!i 2 F

m�m for all i, !1; : : : ; !s are primitive, pairwise orthogonal idempotents in A, and
!1 + � � �+ !s = 1 2 A.

12



De�nition 3.1. A nonsingular matrix X 2 F
m�m is a semisimple transition matrix for a

semisimple matrix algebra A � F
m�m, with k simple components A1; : : : ;Ak, if the following

conditions are satis�ed.

(i) There exist positive integers m1; : : : ; mk such that m1 + � � � + mk = m and, for all
� 2 A,

� = X�1

26664
�1 0

�2
. . .

0 �k

37775X;
where �j 2 F

mj�mj for 1 � j � k.

(ii) The central primitive idempotents of A are !1; : : : ; !k, where

!j = X�1

26664
�j1 0

�j2

. . .

0 �jk

37775X;
and �jl 2 F

mj�mj is the identity matrix if j = l and the zero matrix otherwise (for
1 � l � k).

A semisimple transition for A consists of a semisimple transition matrix X for A, the num-
ber k of simple components of A, and the positive integers m1; : : : ; mk described above that
correspond to A and X.

Since A is semisimple, each central primitive idempotent !j is a sum of a subset of the
given primitive idempotents !1; : : : ; !s, and each primitive idempotent !i in this set is a
summand for exactly one !j (and is annihilated by the rest). Thus, the central primitive
idempotents correspond to a partition of !1; : : : ; !s. We will produce a semisimple transition
by grouping the !i's together according to which simple component they belong.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose A decomposes as in (3.1) and suppose !1; : : : ; !s 2 A are primitive,
pairwise orthogonal idempotents with sum 1 2 A. If !i and !j belong to di�erent simple
components, then for all � 2 A, !i�!j = 0. If !i and !j belong to the same simple component
Au

�= E
tu�tu
u then !i�!j 6= 0 with probability 1� 1=jEuj.

Proof. Suppose !i and !j belong to di�erent simple components Sv andSw respectively, and
that !v and !w are the central idempotents of Sv and Sw respectively. Then !i!v = !i and
!j!w = !j. Now, !i�!j = !i!v�!j!w = !i�!j!v!w = 0, since !v and !w are orthogonal.

If !i and !j belong to the same simple component Su, then the map sending � 2 A to
!i�!j is a homomorphism of additive groups whose image is isomorphic to Eu. For uniformly
and randomly chosen � 2 A, !i�!j = 0 if and only if � is in the kernel of this homomorphism;
the probability that !i�!j = 0 is thus 1=jEuj, as claimed.

13



Now suppose U is a transition matrix as in (3.2) and � is a randomly chosen element
of A. Then

U�1�U =

26664
a11 a12 � � � a1s
a21 a22 � � � a2s
...

...
. . .

...
as1 as2 � � � ass

37775 (3.3)

where aij 2 F
di�dj and U�1!i�!jU 2 F

m�m is the matrix which is 0 except for aij.

Theorem 3.3. Let A � F
m�m be a semisimple algebra as in (3.1). Given integers d1; : : : ; ds

and a transition matrix U to a complete set of primitive pairwise orthogonal idempotents as
in (3.2), we can �nd a semisimple transition for A, including a semisimple transition ma-
trix X 2 F

m�m, and a permutation and relabeling d11; � � � ; d1t1 ; : : : ; dk1; � � � ; dktk of d1; : : : ; ds,
such that complete sets of primitive, pairwise orthogonal idempotents e!ij 2 X

�1AX � F
m�m

and !0ij 2 A (for 1 � i � k and 1 � j � ti) are given by

e!ij =

266666666664

�11

. . .

�1t1
. . .

�k1

. . .

�ktk

377777777775
; !0ij = Xe!ijX

�1; (3.4)

where �vw 2 F
dvw�dvw is the identity matrix if v = i and w = j and is the zero matrix

otherwise. This computation can be performed with a Monte Carlo algorithm that returns a
correct answer with probability at least 1� �, for a user speci�ed parameter � > 0, using an
expected number of O(MM(m) log(m) � log(1=�)) operations in F.

Proof. We can simply choose random elements � 2 A and compute U�1�U , which has
block form as in (3.3). After each random choice of an �, it su�ces to note which pairs of
idempotents are linked by noting nonzero blocks in U�1�U : aij 6= 0 implies !i and !j are in
the same simple component. The probability that two idempotents in the same component
are not recognized as such is at most 1=jFj2 � 1=4. Thus, after d1=2 + log2me attempts
we should have identi�ed all such linkages with probability at least 1=2. Iterating this
dlog(1=�)e times ensures that the probability of success is at least 1� �.

Once we have determined which idempotents belong to which simple components, we
rename the primitive idempotents (in A) as !011; : : : ; !

0
1t1 ; � � � ; !

0
k1; : : : ; !

0
ktk

so that !i =P
1�j�ti

!0ij is a central primitive idempotent in A for 1 � i � k. We then construct a
semisimple transition matrix X from U by a simple permutation, set k to be the number
of simple components that were found, and compute mi =

P
1�j�ti

dij for 1 � i � k, to
complete a semisimple transition for A with the stated properties.

Combining this theorem with Theorem 2.6 we obtain the following corollary.
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Corollary 3.4. Let A � F
m�m be a semisimple algebra over a �nite �eld F �= Fq as in (3.1).

We can �nd a semisimple transition for A, and integers d11; : : : ; d1t1; � � � ; dk1; : : : ; dktk which
determine a complete set of primitive pairwise orthogonal idempotents !0ij in A as in (3.4),

using an expected number of O((MM(m) logm +M(m) log q +R(A)) � log2(m) � log(1=�))
operations in F, or O((m3 + m2 log q + R(A)) � log2(m) � log(1=�)) operations in F using
standard matrix and polynomial arithmetic, with a Monte Carlo algorithm that returns a
correct answer with probability at least 1� � for a user speci�ed parameter � > 0.

3.2 Las Vegas Decomposition of Semisimple Algebras

Now let S � F
m�m be an algebra over a �nite �eld F �= Fq which we believe to be simple.

Suppose we are given pairwise orthogonal idempotents !1; : : : ; !t 2 S, with !1 + � � �+ !t =
1 2 S, such that !i = diag(�i1; : : : ;�it) 2 F

m�m, where �ij 2 F
dj�dj is the identity matrix

if i = j and the zero matrix otherwise. In this subsection, we describe an algorithm which
either reports that \algebra is not simple and/or idempotents not primitive" or produces
a guaranteed simple algebra T which is isomorphic to a subalgebra of S and, with high
probability, has the same dimension asS. That is,S is isomorphic to T with high probability,
and hence S is guaranteed simple.

When applied to each of the \simple components" (more precisely, the diagonal blocks)
of the semisimple algebra denoted X�1AX in Subsection 3.1, we e�ectively construct an
algebra isomorphic to a semisimple subalgebra of X�1AX. If this subalgebra has the same
dimension as that of A, then clearly A is semisimple and we have the isomorphic images
of each of its simple components. This completes an asymptotically e�cient Las Vegas
algorithm for the decomposition of semisimple matrix algebras.

If S is indeed simple and the idempotents !1; : : : ; !t are primitive, then d1 = d2 =
� � � = dt = m=t and, therefore, each idempotent !i has rank d = d1 as a matrix in F

m�m.
The algorithm should thus report \algebra not simple and/or idempotents not primitive"
immediately unless d1 = � � � = dt, and we will assume henceforth that the di's are all equal.
Now, every � 2 S can be written as

� =

26664
a11 a12 � � � a1t
a21 a22 � � � a2t
...

...
. . .

...
at1 at2 � � � att

37775 2 S; (3.5)

where aij 2 F
d�d, and !i�!j is zero except for the (i; j)

th block, which equals aij.
We �rst �nd a change of basis for S so that !1S!1 is in a normal form. If S is simple

with primitive idempotents !1; : : : ; !t then !1S!1 is a �nite �eld of (unknown) degree e
over F, such that e j d. Choose a random element  2 S and compute the Frobenius form of
the leading d� d submatrix c11 2 F

d�d (the nonzero part of !1!1): if S is simple and the
idempotent !1 is primitive then there exists an invertible u 2 F

d�d such that

� = u�1c11u =

264Cf

. . .

Cf

375 2 F
d�d
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where Cf 2 F
e�e is the companion matrix of the minimal polynomial f 2 F[x] of c11. If �

has two or more distinct companion matrices in its Frobenius form, or if f is not irreducible,
then the algorithm should report \algebra not simple and/or idempotents not primitive",
since !1S!1 is not a �eld. Otherwise, if e is the degree of f (as above) then e j e, and e = e
with probability at least 1=2 (see, e.g., Giesbrecht (1995b), Theorem 5.2).

It is convenient to �nd an element � 2 S as in (3.5) such that a1i = !1�!i 6= 0 and
ai1 = !i�!1 6= 0 for 2 � i � t. If S is simple with primitive idempotents !1; : : : ; !t then,
for �xed i; j (1 � i; j � t) and randomly chosen � 2 S, !i�!j 6= 0 with probability at least
1�1=jFj � 1=2. Thus with an expected number of O(log t) random choices of elements � we
can construct �1i; �i1 2 S such that �1i = !1�1i!i 6= 0 and �i1 = !i�i1!1 6= 0 for 2 � i � t.
If S is simple with pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents !1; : : : ; !t then each nonzero
�1i; �i1 has rank d for 2 � i � t. If this is not the case then the algorithm should report
\algebra not simple and/or idempotents not primitive", so we will assume henceforth that
rank(�1i) = rank(�i1) = d. Now, since !i�!j is zero except possibly for the (i; j)

th block, we
can add together appropriate nonzero blocks of these �1i's and �i1's to construct �.

Let

U =

26664
u

a�1
12 u

. . .

a�1
1t u

37775 2 F
m�m

and S0 = U�1
SU . Note that since the idempotents !1; : : : ; !t commute with U , these are

also idempotents in S0 and are primitive and pairwise orthogonal in S0 if and only if they
are primitive and pairwise orthogonal in S.

Consider the elements �0 = U�1�U and !1k = !1�
0!k of S0 for 2 � k � t. By

construction !1k is zero except for the (1; k)th block, which equals u�1a1ka
�1
1k u = 1d, the

d � d identity matrix. Also, !1U
�1U!1 generates a �nite �eld of degree e over F. Let

� = !1U
�1U!1 2 S

0 and recall that, with probability at least 1=2, e = e. If this is the case
(and, again, S is simple with primitive pairwise orthogonal idempotents !1; : : : ; !t) then
!1S

0!1 = !1F[�]!1 and, since !k�
0!1 is nonzero, !kS

0!1 = (!k�
0!1)(!1F[�]!1).

If S is a simple with primitive idempotents !1; : : : ; !t then for 2 � k � t there exists
a � 2 S such that !1�!k � !k�!1 = !1. Equivalently, there exists a � 0 2 S0 such that
!1k � !k�

0!1 = !1, i.e., such that the (k; 1)th block y0k1 of �
0 equals 1d. We must check that

such a � 0 2 S0 exists for each k (2 � k � t). Suppose a0k1 2 F
d�d is the (k; 1)th block of �0;

if the algorithm has not already failed then this matrix is invertible and we can e�ciently
check whether (a0k1)

�1 2 F[�]. If it is, then we can safely conclude that the desired element � 0

belongs to S0, and we can conclude that the element !k1 whose (k; 1)
th block is 1d (and which

is zero elsewhere) belongs to S0; if it is not, then the algorithm should report \failure". If
e = e and, as usual, S is simple with primitive idempotents !1; : : : ; !t, then the probability
of \failure" at this step is less than 1=2.

Finally, assuming that the algorithm has not failed, we can construct a basis for a simple
subalgebra of S0 as follows. For 2 � i; j � t let !ij = !i1 � !1j 2 S0, the matrix that
is zero except for the (i; j)th block which is equal to 1d. It is easily shown that the set
f!i1�

k!1j : 1 � i; j � t; 0 � k � eg is a basis for a simple subalgebra T of Et�t, where
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E = F[�] is an extension �eld of degree e over F. If dimT = dimS then clearly T �= S and
S is a simple algebra.

Theorem 3.5. Let S � F
m�m be a matrix algebra of known dimension n over a �eld F,

and let !1; : : : ; !t 2 S be block diagonal matrices, with zero matrices and identity matri-
ces as blocks, such that !1; : : : ; !t are pairwise orthogonal and have sum 1 2 S. There
is a Las Vegas algorithm that either con�rms that S is simple with primitive idempotents
!1; : : : ; !t, by constructing an isomorphism from S to E

t�t for an extension �eld E of de-
gree n=t over F, or reports \failure". In either case the algorithm requires an expected number
of O(min(m3;MM(m) logm)+R(S) log t) operations in F. This algorithm successfully gen-
erates an isomorphism with probability bounded away from zero whenever S is simple and
!1; : : : ; !t are primitive, and never does so if this is not the case.

The probability of success can be increased to 1 � 1=(2k) for k > 0 by repeating the
above algorithm O(log k) times.

Now consider again the case of a semisimple algebra A and semisimple transition matrix
X for A, with positive integers d11; : : : ; d1t1 ; � � � ; dk1; : : : ; dktk, primitive idempotents e!ij 2
X�1AX, and !0ij 2 A as described in Subsection 3.1 (and equation (3.4)). Recall that the
semisimple algebraX�1AX �= A consists of block diagonal matrices (with simple components
corresponding to the diagonal blocks) and that if � is a random element of A then X�1�X
is a random element of X�1

AX. Therefore, it is possible to select random and independent
elements of each of the simple components of X�1AX at total cost O(R(A) +MM(m)).
Again since X�1AX is \block diagonal," all other operations needed to test whether the
ith simple component of X�1AX can be performed by working in the matrix ring F

mi�mi

instead of the larger ring F
m�m (where m1; : : : ; mk are as in Subsection 3.1, so that m1 +

� � � + mk = m). Therefore, by applying the above construction to each simple component
in a decomposition of a presumed semisimple algebra, we obtain an e�cient proof that
the decomposition is indeed correct. Combining this with the algorithm summarized in
Corollary 3.4 we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 3.6. Let A � F
m�m be a semisimple algebra over a �nite �eld F �= Fq as in (3.1).

We can �nd a semisimple transition for A, including a semisimple transition matrix X,
and integers d11; � � � ; d1t1, : : : , dk1; � � � ; dktk 2 Z with sum m that determine a set of pair-
wise orthogonal primitive idempotents as in (3.4), using a Las Vegas algorithm that requires
an expected number of O((MM(m) logm +M(m) log q +R(A)) � log2(m)) operations in F,
or O((m3 +m2 log q +R(A)) � log2(m)) operations in F using standard matrix and polyno-
mial arithmetic. The algorithm never produces the wrong answer and reports \failure" with
probability less than 1=2 on any invocation on any input.

4 Conclusion

We have shown that for a semisimple algebra A, we can determine the complete Wedderburn
decomposition with an asymptotic cost about as good as one could hope for, on the order of
logm multiplications of elements in A. While randomness is employed, the algorithm is of
the Las Vegas type and never gives an erroneous result. For a similar cost we can also �nd a
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complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents in any (not necessarily semisimple) algebra
A, though this algorithm is of the Monte Carlo type and has a controllable, exponentially
small probability of error.

Clearly it would be desirable to obtain a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents
which are guaranteed correct in any algebra with the above cost. One possible way to obtain
this is with an e�ciently computable certi�cate that an algebra is local. It would also be
desirable to compute a basis for a semisimple subalgebra of A isomorphic to A=Rad(A), i.e.,
a very fast algorithm for (the semisimple part of) the Wedderburn-Malcev decomposition.
Neither a Monte Carlo nor Las Vegas algorithm is known with this cost. Finally, �nding a
basis or generating set for the radical itself within this cost appears to be di�cult. Indeed,
even an algorithmic representation guaranteed to be of su�ciently small size is not known
for algebras over �nite �elds.
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